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believe, based on your prior testimony. Does that sound about right? 

A Yeah . So I think what I said was that we began the work in 

September or October of 2015, and it began to wind down in the spring as the 

primaries began to wind down. And the financial records, there's some lag time in 

financial records, so I don't - I can't say what they show. 

Q Do you keep copies of all the reports you provide to your clients? 

A It depends on the case. Sometimes we - I mean, the work product is 

the property of the client. So we frequently are asked to hand over all of our 

copies or certify that they've been disposed of. 

Q Mr. Simpson, you mentioned earlier that you did not incorporate what 

has become known as the Steele dossier, that you did not incorporate that into 

your reports, as is your normal practice . . Is that -- am I understanding correctly? 

A Yes. Yes, that's what I said. 

Q So did that -- those raw reports, I'll call it the Steele dossier, did that 

product go to your client, Perkins Coie? 

A I can't answer that, if it did. 

Q Would you have provided - let me step back. 

Is it fair to say that in the course of your Trump research for Perkins Coie, 

that research included work separate from what Chris Steele conducted? 

A A large amount of work. 

Q Moving to a slightly different topic. In the course of your work for both 

the Washington Free Beacon and Perkins Co ie, what other individuals associated 

with President Trump came up in your research who would have been a concern? 

A There were a large number of other individuals that we looked at that 

were seriously concerning. And we -- there were numerous Italian organized 
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crim·e figures thai we identified that Donald Trump had relationships with and 

clearly knew were criminals. 

Q When you hired Mr. Steele, did you tell him what to look for in his 

research? 

A No. I -- generally speaking, you know, the challenge is to find 

qualified, reliable people, and, you know, when I have those people, I tend to not 

tell them what to do, much like I tend to push back on people who try to tell me 

what to do. 

Q Did you tell Mr. Steele what you expected him to find? 

A No. 
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What I will say is I was quite shocked by what he came back with, and what 

I -- the general mandate was to look Into Donald Trump's business dealings in 

Russia and to see if he could come up with a little bit more information about who 

is doing business over there and why, you know, in the course of all these trips he 

never seemed to be able to consummate a deal. So that was the general 

assignment. 

Q Did you ever task Mr. Steele with finding certain information related to 

his business dealings or anything else? 

A I think in the latter parts of the project there were things I specifically 

asked about. The one that comes to mind is Michael Cohen. As I mentioned a 

little earlier, I didn't understand Michael Cohen to be a significant figure in the 

Donald Trump world for a long part of this project. 

We eventually began to realize that he was a lot more than, you know, the 

President's sort of pit bull personal attorney and that he was the person who - I 

mean, a number of things came up in the course of the year. 
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One of the things that we learned that caught my interest was we learned 

from reporters that serious questions about Donald Trump's activities in Russia 

and the former Soviet Union went to Michael Cohen, and that he was the only 

person who had information on that subject or was in a position to answer those 

questions. 

So if you ask about Donald Trump's taxes, it goes to Allen Garten. And if 

you ask about, you know, his position on something, it would go to Hope Hicks. 

And none of these things - these things go - went to Michael Cohen. 
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I just realized that Congressman Swalwell is in the room, so 

I'm going to turn it over to him. 

MR. SWALWELL: Thank YOl!, Mr. Simpson. 

And earlier you stated that you didn't think Jared Kushner was relevant 

because of his age, and I had interrupted. I said, I take offense to that. 

But just on Michael Cohen, and I'll turn it back over to our staff. Did you 

ever research whether Michael Cohen had any aliases or other names that he 

used? Did you ever find anything out about that? 

MR. SIMPSON: A little bit. The possibility that he had two passports or 

used a different fonnulation of his name was something -- I can't remember - we 

asked around about or thought about trying to get information on, but ultimately did 

not. 

MR. SWALWELL: Did you ever come across the name Michael Cohn, 

C-o-h-n, with links, common addresses but different social security numbers? 

MR. SIMPSON: I think my staff probably did come across stuff like that, 

but we didn't make much of it. It looked like a typo. 

MR. SWALWELL: When it came to Donald Trump Jr., did you have similar 
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concerns, as you've mentioned with Mr. Cohen and Mr. Kushner, as to his 

contacts with Russians as it related to money or investments for the Trump 

busin esses? 
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MR. SIMPSON: Yes. "I'm trying to remember. In general, we knew from 

the open source work that we had done that Donald Trump Jr. was - had done a 

lot of travel to Russia and was involved in a lot of these discussions, that he'd 

done -- he'd gone to Kazakhstan for reasons that we didn't - we weren't sure of, 

he'd gone to L~tvia, and he'd been to Russia. And we eventually formed the view 

that the Russians were very interested in him or that he'd had a lot of deals with 

them. 

I don't remember a lot of specifics beyond that. 

MR. SWALWELL: What is your knowledge of Donald Trump, Donald J. 

Trump, the fathers travel to Russia? Can you tell us how many times you believe 

he has traveled to Russia , in your research? 

MR. SIMPSON: I believe that he's been to Russia a minimum of four or 

five times, and that he's been going to Russia since the late Soviet years. 

And we -- we did spend a lot oftime digging into the origins of his interest in 

Russia and his fascination with Russia and ifs an interesting tale. I mean, 

it's -he -one of the few people who Donald Trump calls like a good friend is a 

guy named Howard Lorber, who is a real estate investor. 

And Lorber was one of the --one of the early -there was sort of a 

swashbuckling crowd of American investors who moved into Russia in those early 

years when it was really wild. And Lorber --I'm trying to remember the 

names of the other ones, but there was a small group of people and Donald was 

pretty tight with them. 
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And, again, that was one of the reasons the whole thing struck me as 

mysterious, because ~ seemed like he had been there, you know, numerous times 

and never come back with a deal. And, you know, there could be an innocent 

explanation for that, which is that he could never find somebody that - you know, 

an honest partner. In any event, I wanted to try to figure that oul. 

MR. SWALWELL: Does the name Bennett LeBow sound familiar to 

you? 

MR. SIMPSON: LeBow is an associate of Lorber's, and Liggett-Ducat was 

his company. And they are the ones who, it appears, introduced Donald 

Trump to Russia, from what we can tell. 

MR. SWALWELL: To your knowledge, prior to the 2013 trip for Miss 

Universe, when had he last gone to Russia? 

MR. SIMPSON: There's reporting in the Steele memos about another trip 

prior to that to SI. Petersburg. 

MR. SWALWELL: When do you believe that trip took place? 

MR. SIMPSON: I would be guessing. 

MR. SWALWELL: I'm going to yield back to the ranking member. And 

Mr. Castro might have some questions. 

MR. CASTRO: In all of your research and your review of Trump assets, 

did you come across any reason to believe that any Kushner assets had been 

used to payoff Trump debts or there was any mixing of the businesses by the two 

families and companies? 

MR. SIMPSON: Well, the Jersey City project was -I remember there was 

some Trump involvement in the Jersey City project. which was kind of a Kushner 

branded project. So there clearly was things that they were doing together. 
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What we heard from people familiar with the story was that the Kushner 

family and their connections were a big attraction for Trump before the marriage 

and that, you know -- I mean, I don't want to -- I'm trying to be polite about it, but, I 

mean, there was a business element to the whole, you know, connection. And I 

will hasten to add that I was not able --

One minute. 

MR. SIMPSON: -- to confirm any of this, and I didn't share this widely , 

certainly not in any kind of formal way with anyone. 

You know, the Kushners are ethnic Russian and they, we were told, had 

relationships of their own with Russian capital. And, you know, the exact story I 

think was that their relationships were with the Russian diaspora in the New York 

area. 

So more broadly speaking, during the '70s, in the Refusenik era, there was 

a lot of Russian Jewish immigration to the New York area. And a lot of those 

people had -- well, I'll just say there was a lot of immigration, and that community 

is very la rge, and a lot of people became very successful and wealthy. And , as I 

understand it, those are the connections that the Kushners have to outside capital. 

MR. CASTRO: Thank you . 

Q Mr. Simpson, good afternoon . Thank you for being here. I'm _ 

_ , a member of the majority staff. 

Switching gears, could you please briefly describe for us Fusion's 

engagement with the Baker Hostetler law firm In connection with the Prevezon 

litigation in the Southern District of New York? 

A Sure. Baker Hostetler is a big Midwestern Republican-oriented law 
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firm that is one of my oldest clients. And I began working for Baker, I believe, in 

2009 or '10, and I've done a number of cases with them. And I generally provide 

liligation support, which Is research, gathering documents, figuring out who to 

subpoena, and sometimes dealing with witnesses and media and other things. 

I think the Prevezon matter was probably the fourth or fifth matter I've done 

with them. They're very serious, sober, reputable attomeys, and I like working 

with them. 

And so they approached me originally in late 2013 with this matter. I didn't 

know anything about Prevezon, didn't know anything about most of this stuff. 

Didn't know who Browder was, William Browder was. 

But, In any event, the original issue that was presented to me was not really 

a Russia issue, it was a money - it was like a technical question about money 

laundering, which was whether the government could possibly prove that money 

from some specific fraud in Russia went into these projects in New York, these 

real estate projects . 

And John Moscow, one of the partners there, who's an old contact of mine 

from when he was a money laundering prosecutor and I was a money laundering 

reporter, walked me through the technical aspects of the financial transactions. 

And to my -I was skeplical, but he persuaded me that there were some 

assumptions and leaps in logic that were made about the chain of entilies and 

banks that raised questions about whether they could really prove that this money 

from over here went to this property over there. 

So I was -- so that was - originally we were retained to help with the technical 

aspects of it. And 1 think more broadly as it, you know, became -I 
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guess - well, sorry. 

So I didn't agree to work on it at that time. I believe we discussed it. They 

went away. Then they came back a few months later, which would have been 

early 2014, when it had become more apparent to them that this was going to be a 

significant piece of litigation, and said: We want to bring you on for litigation 

support. 

And, again, litigation support, I had done it for them before. Basically, you 

know, use your journalistic skills to help us gather information, who to subpoena, 

read documents, write analyses of evidence, all of that. And then, as you get into 

the sort of more public phase of a court dispute, help them manage all the public 

aspects as well. 

So while I don't, you know, I don't run a PR firm, part of that is, you know, 

the media aspects of litigation support. So I think - I think the original 

engagement covered all of those things. 

So in the early phase of this, the very first thing that we - I remember 

having to do was help investigate the client. 

So I didn't - we didn't know much about the client. Obviously, the lawyers 

have responsibility to evaluate whether the client is engaged in anything improper, 

and they certainly have to determine the sources of their funds. 

Ancf they represented to me that this was a minor player in Russia, and to 

the -- I couldn't find much on them myself. There was - you know, it's just a fairly 

obscure real estate company. 
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[5:29 p.m.] 

MR. SIMPSON: You know, I don't know the entire landscape of oligarchs 

in Russia, but these guys are obviously not significant oligarchs in Russia. Thafs 

what we could tell. 

In any event, the first thing that a lawyer wants to know at the beginning of 

a case like this, and most cases, is whether their clienfs story is true. So that was 

the first thing that we did was we interviewed the client. They interviewed the 

client and got the client's story. 

And the client's story was that these allegations that were in this Justice 

Department forfeiture complaint originated with an organized crime figure in 

Moscow, who had been blackmailing them and had been prosecuted, arrested and 

prosecuted for blackmailing them. 

So we had to investigate whether that story was true. So we, you know, 

spent a long time looking at this guy. His name is Dimitry Barenovsky (ph). And 

the story that Natalia Veselnltskaya provided to us was that he was a captain In the 

Solntsevo brotherhood, which Is the dominant mafia family in Moscow and known -

you know, it surfaces in parts of the Trump story, bizarrely, and was run by a guy 

named Semion Mogilevlch. 

So Natalia is the one telling us the this story because she is the lawyer for 

Prevezon and had apparently been involved in this extortion matter, and so she's 

got all the information from the courts about this alleged shakedown. And she 

was introducing me as some kind of former government lawyer who's the one who 

hired Ba ker. 

So I worked for Baker, a nd she's the one who hired Baker. I didn't get to 

introduced to her originally. This was information she provided to Baker that they 
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then provided to me. 

In any event, we eventually were able to confirm that the story was basically 

true, that this guy was a gangster, he was known to western law enforcement as a 

gangster, and he, in fact, had been prosecuted and thrown in jail for this extortion 

racket. 

So then the question was, well, how did this story get from a convicted 

gangster in Moscow into a Justice Department forfeiture complaint? And so the 

lawyers, the Baker lawyers deposed a government agent, an ICE agent who did 

the work, did the investigation, and he said he got it from this businessman named 

William Browder. 

And so then the question became, well, where did Browder get it from? 

Did he get it from the gangster, or was it, you know, from some other source? So 

we began to try to do various types of discovery to figure all thatout. So I may 

have - I don't know if I'm giving you too much here, but this is basically the origin 

of this case. 

So over the course of 2014, most of what I did was looking at this Russian 

organized crime figure, looking at, you know, all the events around the extortion 

case in Russia, and had to try to help them to figure out how all this information 

somehow made its way into a Justice Department civil forfeiture complaint. 

And eventually, that led us to Mr. Browder, who is a former American 

citizen, who gave up his citizenship and moved - when he started making a lot of 

money in Russia, and was living in the UK. And he didn't want to explain any of 

this to us. 

We originally wrote him a letter. The lawyers wrote him a letter saying, can 

you tell us what's going on here, and he declined. And so then the lawyers asked 
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me to figure out how we could subpoena him. So I found that his hedge fund was 

registered in Delaware and therefore had corporate presence in' the United States, 

which meant that, theoretically, at least, he can be subpoenaed through his hedge 

fund because he was listed as an officer in the records. 

So we subpoenaed the hedge fund. We then retroactively filed new 

documentation with the SEC, taking his name off the record, said it was all a 

mistake. And he said you can't subpoena me. I'm not really an officer of that 

hedge fund. 

So we were, you know -- that was litigated for a while. And meanwhile, the 

lawyers said, see if you can figure out another way to subpoena this guy. And his 

position was that, you know, he was -- you know, he had brought this case to the 

Justice Department but he didn't want to be questioned about bringing this case to 

the Justice Department, and that he was immune from being questioned about it 

other than through the Hague process because he's a foreign citizen. 

So, you know, we knew he was appearing in the media a lot, and then he 

probably came to the U.S. to do media appearances and other events. And so 

we began to look at that, and I just began doing what I would normally do, which is 

to look at other things about this witness, what else do we need to know about this 

witness, especially because they don't want to be open with us. 

So eventually I discovered that he owned a mansion in Aspen, Colorado, or 

at least he seemed to. He was connected to it by real estate records and DMV 

records, but it was held through some shell companies. 

Anyway, we were looking at that, and I don't remember the exact sequence 

of events, but someone, I think the lawyers or maybe me and my staff, discovered 

that he w~s going to be in Aspen for an event. So we organized a service, a 
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subpoena service, which I supervised . 

And we had a private Investigator, a lawyer, and another, I think, PI and, 

you know, we organized to confront him in the parking lot of the Aspen Institute 

and serve him a subpoena . And when we did that, he ran away, so jumped in his 

limo and -- or his SUV and went back to his mansion. So dropped the subpoena 

on the ground . 

So that commenced a lot more litigation over whether we had adequately 

served him a subpo~na, whether a subpoena in Colorado is valid for an action in 

New York. And, you know, I was -- that was a lot of what I did. 

His resistance to cooperating with the civil process, of course, made us 

more curious about why he was, you know, determined to not cooperate with the 

civil process, and to the point of changing lawyers, hiring ever-more expensive law 

firms, and spending what must have been large sums of money to not cooperate 

with a civil subpoena. And so that made me curious about why he didn't want to 

cooperate. 

And I'll add parenthetically that when I was working as a reporter and living 

in Brussels and investigating Russian corruption and organized crime, I had met 

Mr. Browder and asked him for help investigating Vladimir Putin, and he had 

lectured me on Putin not being corrupt and being a bit - someone who's very 

helpful to -- the best thing that had happened to Russia in a long time . 

And at that time, Browder was making a lot of money in Russia. So 

anyway, so in light of all of that, I became curious and it was part of my job to 

investigate the activities of Mr. Browder in Russia and his hedge fund in Russia. 

And so, you know, in 2014 and I think 2015, we spent a lot of time looking 

into his hedge fund in Russia and how they made their money, who their clients 
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were, in addition to, you know, litigating all these other issues about whether we 

had served him adequately. 

We discovered, you know, many things about his activities in Russia and 

his general finances, his pattern of avoiding taxation, his use of offshore shell 

companies and tax haven jurisdictions, particularly In Cypress and the BVI. 

We identified a number of his clients. And, you know, we kept trying to 

subpoena him. Eventually - again, he kept saying I have no connection to the 

U.S., I never go there, we kept finding more houses. We found a house in New 

Jersey. All of this is in the court record, and it's all public information. 
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Ultimately, we found him in New York City, outside ofT he Daily Show, and 

served him a third time. And this time we taped the whole thing, and he did the 

same thing . He jumped out of the limo and he dropped the subpoena and he ran 

away, so - but this time it was all on tape and we had already litigated all this . 

And the judge was very familiar with this scenario. 

And, you know, as all the other discovery was taking place, it became more 

and more apparent that, you know. Bill Browder had taken this information and 

given it to the government and that, you know, he was the source of these 

allegations. And so it became more and more important to understand why he 

was making these allegations and. you know, whether he had any basis to do so. 

We'll leave it there for now. Thank you. 

MR. SCHIFF: Mr. Simpson. just to follow uP. you mentioned that one of 

the things that you found suspicious was that Mr. Trump would go to Russia or his 

son would go to Russia, and they seemed to have a great interest in Russia but 

never came b ack with any deals. 

MR. SIMPSON: Yes. 
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MR. SCHIFF: And what was your suspicion thaI they did come back with? 

Are you suggesting that what they came back with was not a real estate deal but 

rather -- or not a real estate deal in Russia but rather Russian money that would 

be used in Trump properties? 

MR. SIMPSON: No, I'm not suggesting that. I mean, you know, there is 

my state of mind at the time and what I think now or what we eventually began to 

think. I honestly didn't have any preconceived notions about what was going on. 

I found it puzzling. 

And, I guess, my initial thought was that he, you know -- I mean, the wrap 

on Donald Trump is he says he's a great businessman, but he's really not a great 

businessman. And he talks a good game and a lot of it is baloney. And so, you 

know, I thought -- one of the things I thought was that he wants to do a deal in 

Russia, but his lawyers won't let him because of the FCPA. 

And that every time he gets close to closing a deal in Russia, it gets shot 

down by his own lawyers because they think he's going to get prosecuted for 

some sort of corruption offense. And that was my hypothesis, I would say, in the 

early part of Ihis. 

What I later came to believe was that he was, in fact, developing different 

kinds of business relationsh ips with the Russians than, you know, the sort of 

marquee thing that he always talked about, which was building a tower in Moscow, 

and that, in fact, you know, he'd found other ways to profit from his relationship 

with that. 

The Miss Universe contest was a profitable venture for him, and I don't think 

we have a full accounting of, you know, how much he got paid and where the 

money came from for putting that on in Russia. But we know that il was -- what 
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we've seen is that it was 10 million, and I think it came from the Agalarovs. So 

that was one. 
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There's the Trump vodka business that was earlier. And then ultimately, 

you know, what we came to realize was that the money was actually coming out of 

Russia and going into his properties in Florida and New York and Panama and 

Toronto and these other places. 

And what we, you know, gradually begun to understand, which, you know, I 

suppose I should kick myself for not figuring out earlier, but I don't know that much 

about the real estate business, which is I alluded to this earlier, so, you know, by 

2003,2004, Donald Trump was not able to get bank credit for - and if you're a 

real estate developer and you can't get bank loans, you know, you've got a 

problem. 

And all these guys, they used leverage like, you know -- so there's 

alternative systems of financing, and sometimes it's -- well, there's a variety of 

alternative systems of financing. But in any case, you need alternative financing. 

One of the th ings that we now know about how the condo projects were 

financed is that you have to -- you can get credit if you can show that you've sold a 

certain number of units. 

So it turns out that, you know, one of the most important things to look at 

is -- this is especially true of the early overseas developments, like Toronto and 

Panama -- you can get credit if you can show that you sold a certain percentage of 

your units. 

And so the real trick is to get people who say they've bought those units, 

and that's where the Russians are to be found, is in some of those pre-sales. is 

what they're called . And that's how, for instance, in Panama they got the credit 
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of - they got a - Bear Steams to issue a bond by telling Bear Stearns that they'd 

sold a bunch of units to a bunch of Russian gangsters. 
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And, of course, they didn't put that in the underwriting information, they just 

said, we've sold a bunch of units and here's who bought them, and that's how they 

got the credit. So thars sort of an example of the altemative financing . 

Now, the other way that he got financing was by not being an equity partner 

in the project, finding an equity partner and offering, you know, licensing or 

marketing arrangement where, you know, he was the, you know, the brand. 

But, you know, what I began to conclude was that the Trump brand is a 

mixed brand and that, you know, he may have had other ways of lining up buyer 

interests showing that he had buyer interest to his equity partners and telling them 

we've got lots of Russians who are going to buy these properties, and that's why 

we should do this project. 

And I think the Trump Hollywood is an example and the Sunny Isles Beach 

are some of the best domestic examples of that kind of interplay. 

MR. SCHIFF: And tell me about the Trump Hollywood project. That was an 

example of the latter or the former? Did they get the financing from what you could 

tell because they got a bunch of Russians to presale, ordid they go to a 

bank and say these are our investors, or how did they go about that? 

MR. SIMPSON: Well, eventually, I mean, they lost the project. It went 

under. I, can't - I'm not - I'm sure we did look at who the creditors were, who the 

lenders were. This is the project that Sergi Millian appears to have been involved 

in, and there's a picture of Jorge Perez, Donald Trump , and Sergi Millian. 

And he tells a story about meeting Donald Trump at the golf -- at a 

racetrack, drinking a bottle of Crystal with him, seems -- he gave him some 
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Crystal. And that was in the early phases of the project. So it was clear that 

Donald Trump - so the equity partner was the related group. 
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It was clear that this Russian had been brought into this with Trump, and 

what you can surmise from that is that he's there to say there <lre buyers. We can 

bring you buyers for this property. And that's what a developer needs to know Is 

that he's got buyer interest. 

MR. SCHIFF: And how does it work? Let's say Sergi Millian or someone 

else lines up the Russian buyers. The Russian buyers sign presale agreements. 

Trump can then get finanCing for the rest of the project. Do the buyers go through 

and buy the properties, or is that no longer necessary, once you've obtained the 

bank financing you can actually sell them to real people? 

MR. SIMPSON: So it's fraud if they don't. I mean, you have to warrant to 

the lender that you've already sold X number of units. And there's supposed to 

be contracts, downpayments, all of that sort of thing. So in the case of Panama 

where the evidence is the most vivid, there's - the buyers were fake. I mean, 

they were real people. They just never paid. 

MR. SCHIFF: And you say the evidence is most vivid, is it -- did this come 

out in Panama Papers? How do you know that this is the case? 

MR. SIMPSON: This - it's in public records. I mean, I think there's media 

interest in this, and there's going to probably be more stories about it. But I've 

heard about it. It's been - there's lawsuits that we found during the election by 

some of the later buyers alleging that the earlier buyers, that it was a fraud, and 

describes marketing events at Mar-a-Lago with Trump and various Russians 

where. you know. it's clear that Trump is working with Russians to sell these 

condos in Panama and some of the -- you know, the project, like all these projects , 
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eventually went belly up, and - although I think it did get built. 

Anyway, so these lawsuits were the original - were the source of the 

original allegations. And I believe there are lawsuits in Toronto with similar 

allegations and the guys connected to the Toronto project are Russian mafia too. 

And, in fact, there's Toronto-based Russian mafia guys who are involved in the 

Pa nama project. 
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And in any event, so the origin of the allegations is defrauded buyers. The 

real chumps or the marks are the guys at the end of the process who come in 

thinking that they're going to be moving into a building that's already got all this, 

you know, financing and other tenants and it turns out that those people have 

walked away. 

MR. CASTRO: Could I ask a question, Adam? 

MR. SCHIFF: Yes. 

-------------IMR.--CAS-l=IW.:--Ihere-waS-.!epmtic.g, I thinkJ nJhe New York Times or in 

the press about Jared Kushner and Ivanka Trump being looked at by the 

Manhattan DA, I think, because of the same principle that they were 

essentially - the idea that they were fabricating the percentage of the units that 

had been sold basically to hook in more buyers . Did you look at that project at 

all? 

MR. SIMPSON: Well, that was the Trump SoHo, and that project was 

riddled with fraud, but I had not heard that allegation prior to those stories. But it 

is, in fact - I mean, thats a good observation. I had the same observation , which 

was it does resemble the allegations from these other projects. 

MR. SCHIFF: You mentioned earlier that not everyth ing that Christopher 

Steele found or came up with made it into the reports because there was certain 
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things that either couldn't be verified or might be the subject of Russian 

disinformation .. 
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Is there anything now, with the benefit of hindsight with the allegations that 

have become public, that would cause you now to think, well, actually, what he 

came up with that we excluded from the report may have been accurate after all? 

MR. SIMPSON: No. Actually, I mean, I'm -- what I think I was saying 

when you were out of the room was it would - it's a microscopic kind of thing . 

There's very little that we did that is actually in the dossier. You know, there 

are -- I was trying to think of an example, and I had trouble coming up with one, of 

something that we discarded because we didn't believe it. 

MR. SCHIFF: And didn't you, during the course of your work, uncover any 

information regarding a connection between Trump or those around him and 

WikiLeaks? 

MR. SIMPSON: Yes. I mean, you've seen some of the public reporting. 

We gradually -- I mean, this would be separate from the Steele stuff, but, you 

know, we gradually towards the end of the project became very interested in -- you 

know, Roger Stone bragged about having his contact. We tried to figure out who 

the contact was. 

We started going into who Stone was and who his relationships were with, 

and essentially the trail led to sort of international far right. And, you know, Brexit 

happened, and Nigel Farage became someone that we were very interested in, 

and I still think it's very interesting. 

And so I have fonmed my own opinions that went through - that there was a 

somewhat unacknowledged relationship between the Trump people and the UKIP 

people and that the path to WikiLeaks ran through that. And I still think that 
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today. 

MR. SCHIFF: And when you talk about the connection between the Trump 

campaign and the Brexit campaign, is that a line you're drawing through 

Cambridge Analytica, or were there other lines you were drawing there? 

MR. SIMPSON: Well, Bannon went over to the UK in or around 2011. 

And originally, he was trying to set up a sort of British tea party, which was an 

inopportune choice of 

MR. SCHIFF: The anti tea party. 

One minute. 

MR. SIMPSON: And so, you know, some of it - so there's -- it really isn't, I 

don't think, that Cambridge is the nucleus. I think that it's there's some Bannon 

connections. I know there's - and there's some other Bannon Stone associates, a 

guy named Theodore Rooseve~ Malloch, who was - is an American who was 

living over there and associating with UKIP and, I believe, is a significant figure in 

this. 

So I don't - I had had some run into Cambridge and Analytica previously, 

and I would - there was a lot of skepticism about whether they really were capable 

about doing anything or whether they were just selling snake oil, and that was 

certainly my view when I first heard about them years earlier. So I don't view them 

as nucleus. The Mercers, I think are significant. 

MR. SCHIFF: And, l mean, were you able to find any factual links between 

the Mercers and Assange orWikiLeaks or Farage? 

MR. SIMPSON: Well,l mean, the things that we heard, which , you know,l 

think could be sorted out by an official inquiry are that Nigel Farage made a number 

of trips to New York and had a number of meetings - Nigel Farage and 
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